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Abstract--Stenger's formula is adapted for singular integrals defined as Hadamard finite part. 
Convergence of the revised quadrature ule is studied. A scheme for solving singular integnd equations 
with Hadamard finite part integrals i proposed, based on the revised hyperbolic tangent quadrature 
rule. The integral equation is reduced to a system of linear equations, by taklng the same points 
u quadrature nodes and collocation points. The coefficient matrix of the system is shown to be 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Many physical problems from diverse areas such as aerodynamics, hydrodynamics and elasticity 
may be reduced to integral equations of the form 
, tZ-,zdt+ k(x,t)f(t)dt=F(x), - l<x< 1. (1.1) 
1 
The first term denotes the Hadamard finite part integral [1]. 
1 (t =7)  2 dt = F.P. lim + ~--~))~, (1.2) e~0 +e 
where the initial "F.P." means extracting only the terms which remain finite as e goes to zero. 
The second term on the left side of (1.1) is the Fredholm integral. 
The Hadamard finite part integral also can be regarded as a distribution defined on C~°(-oo, 
oo) [2], where C~( -oo ,  oo) is a set of infinitely differentiable functions with compact support. 
Therefore, we have / ,(,) 
1 f(t) dr= at. (1.3) 
: (t - x) - - ' - -~ ~ : t - x 
The right side of (1.3) is the distributional derivative of the Cauchy principal value integral, 
which is often regular. 
The numerical methods for solving (1.1) have been discussed by Kutt [3], Ioakimidis [4], Kaya 
and Erdogan [5] and Golberg [6]. In [7] Venturino has proposed a technique for solving Cauchy 
singular integral equations. Venturino's cheme utilized the quadrature formulas which were 
proposed by F. Stenger [8] and were called the "hyperbolic tangent quadrature rule." Although 
there is a close relation between the two types of singular equations, the supersingularity of
the Hadamnrd finite part integral prevents direct application of the original hyperbolic tangent 
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quadrature rule. Stenger's formula in favorable cases has exponential convergence. It seems to 
be of interest o modify it so that it can be used for supersingular integrals. 
In this paper, we first generalize the trapezoid quadrature rule to the Hadamard finite part 
integral on (-oo, oo). Then, we propose the revised scheme of the hyperbolic tangent quadrature 
rule and estimate the error bound of this scheme. In Section 4, we introduce the concept of the 
generalized Cauchy matrix and prove the coefficient matrix of the discrete system is invertible. 
Finally, we give two numerical examples to check how well the revised scheme works. For the 
sake of brevity, we only discuss the canonical equation of the form 
l f (t)  
(t = 7)2 at = F(:~), -1  < a: < 1. (1.4) 
2. HADAMARD FINITE PART INTEGRAL ON (-oo, oo) 
AND THE REVISED TRAPEZOID QUADRATURE RULE 
According to [8], the trapezoid quadrature rule can be introduced by using the Whittaker 
Cardinal function. 
Let ~d be a strip in the complex plane: 
~d := {x + iy, lyl < d}, (2.1) 
where d > O. 
Let Bd be a family of functions f(z), that are analytic in ~'ld, satisfying 
f_ ' ly(x + iy)l dy --, O, as x ~ ±oo (2.2) d 
and 
Denote 




rl(f) := f(t)dt- h ~ f(kh), (2.4) 
oo k------co 
oo M 
OM(f) := f_ f(t) dt- h ~ f(kh). (2.5) 
oo k -~-  M 




2sinh ,d N(f,  f~d). --g- 
(2.~) 
If(x)l ~ cie -'~1=1, (2.7) 
then 
I'lM(f)l--< 02 e -v'~'~-~, (2.8) 
by taking h = ~/21rd/~M, where  c l ,  c2 , . . .  , are constants independent of M.  
Now, for the Hadamard finite part integral on (-oo, ~) ,  
F I ( f )  := dr, (2.9) .f() 
there is an associated infinite series, whose partial sums may be used for numerical integration. 
The error of this approximation is easy to estimate. The main result in this section is: 
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THEOREM 2.1. Iff(t) E Bd, [P(z)1 5 ce-‘+I, llf’ll~ 5 ca ad 
-4f 1 := h kz$m (k - tf.&: ?:.5) h" 
e(f) := I(P) - 4% 
Qf(f) := I(f) - h 2 f (x + W L=_M (k - 0.5) (k + 0.5) h2’ 
then 
-9 
W)l I ,“;kh d + cz h, 
h 
h(f)1 5 ~3 (eecrMh + h) 












We prove the theorem through several lemmas. 








SW = f”0 2t 1 1 ’ ~t#o, 2 ’ ast = 0. 
Here g(t) E Bd and 





f(x + ‘) + f(’ - t, dt 
0 t2 
= F.P. bin (J O” f(z + t) + f(z - t) -2fG4 t t2 dt+i-vdt) 
J 
co 
2g(t) dt + j(z) F.P. lim J O”l = 0 c-0 L pdt 
because f(t) is analytic, 0 is no longer the singular point of g(z), g(t) is even on (-oo,co) and 
the second term is equal to zero. Furthermore, 
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£ N(g,  f~d) = lim (10(t + iy)l + Ig(t - ilt)l) dt 
lt--*d- oo 
= ,--d-lm/:e~ ( lf(z+tWiy)+fcz-t-iy)-9"f(z)liz'i~ ~ 
lf(z + t - iy) + f ( z  - -  t + iF) - -  2/(z)l I dt + / 
- ,--.d- ~ J_= lyl 2 
"[" 4f(Z' (~t,_ 1T'~2 dt-~"/11,1 ~-~" dt) ) 
LEMMA 2.3. /.f.f E Bd and If(z)[ < ee -al=l, 
h ( ~ fez+ kh)+ fez- kh)- 2f(z) 
e(g) := 11 - ~ /~2 h2 
k:-oo,k~O 
+ f"(z)) , 
then 
wheFe el ~ de6ned/n (2.13). 
PROOF. Since 
c le -~ 
''-"le~Y)l < asinh cd, T 
/_ '~ 4e N( f ,  f~d) < 2c e -alq dt = - - ,  
O0 Ol 
by using (2.6) and the Lemma 2.2, we obtain 
e-~t 




<- ~d2sinhcd (i + c~-l'c~d2) • 
"h" 
LEMMA 2.4. Iff E Bd, l.f"(=)l < c2 and 
h ~. /(x + kh) +/(~ - kh) - 2f(x) 
:(0) := 11 - ~ (k - 0.5) h (k + 0.5) h ' 
then 
i,:(o)l ~ 1,0)1 + ~2 h. 
PROOF. Using the mean value theorem and the identity 
k=1 
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we find that 
I k~__~ / /(  1 )  _ h ] [e*(g) - e(g)[ - h f(z ÷ kh) ÷ f(z -- kh) -- 2f(z) _ ~" 
h 2 (k- 0.5 k ÷ 0.5) ,=f"(z) 
<- c2h ~-~ k2 1 1 h 
k----1 k 2 -- 0.25 ~ ÷ 2 c2 
= c2 h k 2 - 0.25 +0"5 =c2h.  
k=l 
| 
PROOF OF THEOREM 2.1. By the Lemma 2.2-2.4 and the identity 
oo 1 
0, 
kfz--= (k - 0.5) (k + 0.5) 
we find that 
1 oo 
= ~*(g) - ~ k=~~.._ 
e(f) -- I ( f ) -~( f ) - - I i -~( f )  
h c~ f (=÷kh) -F f ( z 'kh) -2 f (=)  
--e'(g)+Tk= ~ (z-O.5h)(z÷O.5h) 
f(z) "e*(g),  
(k-0.Sh)(k+0.5h) 
- -o ( f )  
and 
IcM(f)l < le(f)l + _h ~ f(= + kh) 
- -  2 Ik l>M (k - -  0 .5)  (k + 0 .5)h  ~ 
C 
_< I~(f)l + 4 (M + 0.5) h 
C 1 e -'~K c 
< a sinh ~.4 + c2 h ÷ (2M ÷ 1) h" 
Since M = 21rd/ah ~, for M large 
we have 
1 
sinh ~.4 -< 4e-~,  
leM(.f)l _< 4cla e-aMh ÷ (c2 + "~d )cOt" h <_ c 3 (e -aMh ÷ h). | 
3. HADAMARD FINITE PART INTEGRAL ON THE INTERVAL (-1, 1) 
AND THE REVISED HYPERBOLIC TANGENT QUADRATURE RULE 
In [8] the hyperbolic tangent qua~trature ule is introduced to approximate he regular and the 
Cauchy principal value integrals on (-1, 1). Let us recall the main results of [8] before we discuss 
its modification. 
Let ~ be the open unit disk in the complex plane: 
n :-- {~ I lzl < 1} 
and Bd be a family of functions f(z), which are analytic in f~ and satisfy 
/02" N(L~) :- lira [I(re~e)ldO < ~.  
r--*l- 
(3.1) 
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then 
If f (z )  E Bd and 
e kh - 1 
z~ = tanh = ~-~ ~ ~, 
I,~(.f)l := f (=) dz - ~. ~ (1 - z~) .f(z,~) 
k=--oo 
also, if [.f(z)l _< c(1 - .v2) a-1 on ( -1,  1) and h = ;~7 '  then 




I~u( f ) l  := .f(z) dz - ~' (1 - ~v]) f (xk)  ¢: c e_.Vf'~-~. 





Similar to the Section 2, let 
/_~ f(O 
x(f) := 1 (t =7)2 d~, -1<z<1,  
h oo 
or(f) := 2(1 - z 2) k:~ffi- 
I (~)  -I 'k 
Sk-0.5 8k4-0.5 
kh 





~M(I) := 2 (1 - z 2) t,f-M sk-0.5 sk+0.s ' 
e(f) := I ( f )  -- o'(f), 
eM(f) := I ( f )  -- o'M(f). (3.8) 
A fractional linear transform of the complex variable defined by 
s+z  t -x  
or s = (3.9) 
t= l+sz '  1 - tz '  
is introduced. It is a one-to-one analytic mapping from the open unit disk onto itself, and leaves 
( -1 ,  1) unchanged. We obtain 
/ xcf)= de. 
J - i  32 (1 - =~) 
(3.10) 
Let 
/ s (~)+ s (~) -  28(,) 
9(s ,z ) -  (1 _ z2).f,,(z~s !
2 
Our main result in this section is: 
THEOREM 3.1. / f f ( z )  E Bd, l l f l loo < co and  
i fs  ~ O, 
i f s=O.  
(3.11) 
lg(s, z)  (1 - 82)[ ~ e2(z), £or - 1 < z ,: 1, --1 ,= s ,~ 1, (3.12) 
then 
I~(I)l _< Cl(X)(e-~ + h2), 
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and by taking M = ~-'x, we have 
leM(f)[ ~ cs(~v) (2e -Mh + h2), 
where cl(z), c2(z) and ca(z) are [unctions o[ z, but independent on 8, h and M, 
( (~ '~(z )  1----"~) (8  1 ) 1---lz2) (3.13) cl(z) = max 2 c0 1 + 1 , c2(z) 4" co 
( 2c0 ) (3.14) ca(z) = max c1(•), l~z  2 
and 
d(z) = min(1 z , l+z) .  
We prove this theorem through several lemmas. 
LEMMA 3.2. I l l ( t )  E Bd, then the Hadamard finite part integral I ( f )  can be represented as the 
sum o[I1 and I2, 
1 f l  
11 = ~ __J-1 g(s, z) ds, (3.15) 
X2 - -2f (z)  (3.16) 
1 - z 2 " 
Here I1 is a regular integra/, g(s,z) E Bd and 
N(g(s, z), f~d) < 2 (1 - z 2) 
_ d2(z ) N( f ,  f~d) + 4~[f(z)[ .  
PROOF. From [2, p. 62] the Hadamard finite part integral can be regarded as a pseudofunction r
a functional defined on the test space C~(-eo,  co), that is, for any function ~(s) E C~0 (-co, co), 
8 
~01 ~(S) f01f0 ~"0")(s- T) dl" ds := 82 ds - ~(0) 
fo 1 ~(s) - ~(o) - ~'(o) s ds ~(0) ;--. . -~ 
and 
~ll -~-d8 ~01 -~(8) d8 "t"/?._ 1 ''~(8) d8 
~0 ~01 ~(--S) -- (~(O) "b 8 (~1(0) x ~(s )  - ~(0)  - s ~'(0.) ds ~(0)  + ds  - ~(0)  "~ 82 82 
~ 1 ~(8) -~- ~(--8) -- 2~(0) d8 2~(0). 1 282 
This functional can be generalized to any continuous function with finite support in (-co, eo). 
Particularly, fl 
1~- -2 .  
In fact, let 
f(s) = if Isl > I + 2~, 
i f - I -2~<8_<- I -~ ,  
- a , i f l+~<__s<l+2~.  
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We can construct a sequence {~n(s)}, Cn(s) E C~°(-oo, oo) and 
4~n(s) ~ 1, @~n(s) ~ O, ¢~:(s) ~ 0 uniformly on [--1, 1] as n ---* c¢, 
where 
£ 4pn(8) -- f ( ' r )T . ( s -  7")d~', 
oo 
"v.(O = oo ¢("0 
f2oo ¢(-0 d~' 
and 
Therefore, 
0, if It l _> 1, 
¢(0 = 
eo- t ,  if ltl < 1. 
ds = ~ ds 
. - .  s2 ds -  2@n(O) = -2.  
Let ~b(s) -- ~'[ =-l-* ~ -,i+,=,, we have 
1 /~ f(~,==) 
I(f) = ~ .I--1 82 ds 
1 f~ ~ f(x+,,) + f(1-#x) - -  2f(x) 
-- ~ J -  1 282 
-" I1+ I2. 
ds-  2 f(x) 
1 - z 2" 
(3.17) 
Since (3.4) is a fractional linear transform from the open unit disk onto itself, ,e¢ s+= ~ is analytic J~ l+tx /  
with respect to s in the Is[ < 1 and the #(s, z) is too. Furthermore, 
~0 2~ N(g(s, z), ~d) = Jim Ig(ve ~e, z)l dO 
r---l- 
<_ ,~m_ (fo "el° + ~ ~" ~" If( 1 + zv '° )l dO + ..-rci°+Z.,dO. , ] t  T--~r-W 71 )+4~l f (z ) [ ,  
(3.18) 
where s = re i°. Let t = pe i~, we have 
1 - -  X 2 
d8 = (I - t x) ~ dr, 
dO = t (1 - z 2) 
(t - z) (1 - g z) 
d~, 
and 
lim f( ) do = IfCpe'~)l (pe'~ - x ) (1  - xpe'P) 
~ 2V(f, ~d). 
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We can obtain the same estimation for lirnr_.l- f:T ~f(~ldOl-=re,, ,, . Therefore, 
2 (1 - z 2) 
N(g(s, z), ad) _~ ~'J~'z~ N(f,  lid) -I- 4~lf(z)l. 
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LEMMA 3.3.  
then 
PROOF. 
//'lg(8, z) (1 -8a)l <_. ca(z), for -1  < z < 1 and 
e(g) - g(s, z) ds - g(=k, z) 
2k 1 = _  8k-0.5 8k+0.5 
c-~ 1 
I~(g)l < . ,, N(g(s,z),fld) + ~ ca(m) h a. 
- 2smh ~-W 
By (3.3), we have 
h g(zk ,z ) ( l _z2)  ~ _  o(8, z) d8 - 
By using the identity 
we obtain 
2 sinh ~r2 N(g(s, z), ftd). 2-W 
co  1 2 
k=-co 8k-o.5 sk+0.5 s lnh 
Therefore, 
~ I I ) 1 -cosh~ co I 
1-  (1 =2)s~'_o.sSk+o.5 = 2 
- -  8k-0.5 8k+0.5 k=-co k=-co 
= = tanh ~ _~ .~-. 
12 k--~-co 2k~ lc2(=)h2" gCzk h ,z) (1 - z~) - h g(zk, =) < 
: -  8k-0.5 8k+0.5 - -  
By using the triangle inequality, we can obtain the estimation of e(g). 
PROOF OF THEOREM 3.1. Since If(z)l ~_ co, by using (3.1) and the Lemma 3.2, we have 
and 
N(f, ~d) ~ 21r cO, 
( I  - z 2 1 N(g, fld) ~_ ~ d2(z ) + 1_ 41r Co. 
Now, writing the 0.(f) in the sum of 0.1 and 0.2, 
h co f (~)  + f (~)  _ 2f(=) h ~-~ g(zk, z) 
°"1 ~--- 2(1 -  m2) k=-co ~ 28-~-o.-"58h+0.--'-5 - 2(1--= 2) kffi_co sk-o.s sk+o.s ' 
h co 
0.~ = 2 (1 - =a) .f(z) ~ I 
k-----co 8k-0"5 8k=l=0"5 ) 
using the Lemma 3.2, 
e(I) - ~ e(g) - 2 + 
I - =2 8k-o.;'sk+0.6 
k=-oo 
| 
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and using the estimation 
we have 
h 1 h _<.~, 
2 + ~ sk-o.5-8~+o.s 
k.~---- O0 
1 Co h 2 
le(/)l < 1-':'~[e(g)l +'1  - z 2 12 ,((, :O l )  
< ~  ~+1 4~co~. - ,+gc2(z )h  2 +- -  
- z sinn 2-~ 
_~ C1(* ) (e - -~ -{- h2), 
where cl(z) is defined in (3.13). Furthermore, 
[eM(/)l ~ [e(/)l + h f(  ~h-+-x ~ 2(1-z2)  E Xl+,~,/ 
[Z.l>M sz._o.5 sk+0.5 
( 1 ) 
co h 2 tanh (Jt~ + 2(1 - z 2) sinh } 0 .5 )~ - 1 
co 1 h2 
1 - z ~ 12 
_< ~,(.) (:'~ + h 2 + e - 'h ) ,  
where ca(z) is defined in (3.14). By taking M 'r2 ---~ 7~'~" , 
I+-(f)l _ ~s(~) (2e - 'h  + h2). 
Note, the upper bound c2(z) in the (3.12) is dependent on the behavior of the function f(t). 
c2(z) may become unbounded when z goes to -4-1. 
4. THE SOLVABILITY OF THE DISCRETE SYSTEM OF EQUATIONS 
For the finite part integral equation (1.1), if k(z, t) = 0, the discrete functional equation given 
by the revised hyperbolic tangent quadrature rule will be 
M F{ *rl-~ ~ 
h ~ ~, 1+.,., =F(z), 
2(1 z2) k__~"_M#k=. , -osSk+o5 
where zk = tanh #~. 
We can choose z = zj as the collocation points. Since 
(4.1) 
zk + xj = z~+j, (4.2) 
1 + zkzj 
the collocation points are the same as the quadrature nodes. Let ! -- k + j, we have 
M+j 
h .~M f(zt~) =(1-z~)F(z j ) ,  fo r j - -M , -M+l , . . .  , -1 ,0 ,1, - . .  ,M. (4.3) 
2|=_  +3 st-j-0.s st-j+0.s 
There are 2M + 1 equations. In order to keep the number of the unknowns f(za) the same as 
the number of equations, we prefer to ignore those quadrature nodes which are too close to the 
ends -1  or 1. It is reasonable to take the range of za as from x-m to zM and we have 
f ( z0  = (1 - z~) F(zj), for j = -M,  . . . .  1,0, 1,... M. (4.4) h 
I : -M  S i - j -0 .5  S l - j+0 .5  ' ' 




dp -- ~ ( f (x -u ) , f ( z -M+l ) , ' "  , f (xM) )  T 
_. 2 x • ( (1  - -  Z2M) F(Z-M), (1 - Z_M+i) F(-M-I-l), " "  , (1 - z~)  F(ZM)) T. 
The discrete linear system of equations is 
A~,= #, (4.5) 
where 
A = (aji)(aM+l)x(aM+l), 




The following steps are concentrated on proving that A is invertible. Since 
4 
ajz = (e0-J-o.5)h/a _ e-(i-j-o.5)hD) (e0-J+o.5)h/a _ e-(;-J+o.s)hD) 
4p aa 
(pz-o ~ _ .~)  (#+o~ _ p), 
where 
p=eh >0.  
The matrix A can represented as the product of B and D, 
D = 4 diag (p-aM, pa(-M+l),..., paM), 
(4.6) 
1 (4.~) 
B = (bjz)CaM+I)x(aM+I), bia = (p l -0.5 _ ~) (#+0:5  _ ~)" 
We only need to prove that B is nonsingular. 
If B is an n x n matrix, b 0 = ~ where all {zi}~ and {yj}~ are distinct, then x i - -y j  ' 
det(B) # O. 
B is called the Cauchy matrix [9]. In fact, 
1-I (= ,  - = i )  (~, - yJ)  
det(B) = (-1)~-') 1<i<j<. (4.8) 
• 1-I (=, - y~) l<ij<,~ 
The set of functions 1 n {~'='~}t is linearly independent, that is, if there are constants cl, ca, . . .  , c,, 
such that 
q = 0, (4.9) 
j=l 
then cl = ca = .. .  = cn = 0. 
By [10], we can say that the set of functions 1 n {~'=~}1 satisfies the Haar condition. Now we 
generalize these concepts. 
DEFINITION 4.1. /£{Zi}~ and {yj}~ are two groups of numbers, we call the matr/x 
B - (bq) , ,x .  - (=~_~ - y~) (=, - ~)  .x .  
the generalized Cauchy matrix. 
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LEMMA 4.2. /f  a/l {'t}~ and {yj}~ are distinct, then the generalized Cauch¥ matr ix/s  non- 
s/~ular. 
PltOOr. If the B in (4.10) is singular, then there are ci, c~,..., c, not all zeros such that 
n 
ffi ( ' , -1 -Y j ) ( z , -Y j )  =0,  fo r j= l ,2 , . . .  ,n. 
Let 
p(t) = I ] ( "  - t). 
i=O 
p(t) is a polynomial of degree n + 1. Consider 
c, p(t) 
~(t)  = ( - i -1  - t) ( , ,  - t ) '  
where ~b(t) is a polynomial of the degree n - 1. Since ~b(yj) = 0, for j = 1, 2, . . .  , n, we have 




(,,-1 - ~) (,, - ~) =- o, 
i=l 
z ( n c, ' , -1  $ x, t = O. '=1 "i -- Xi-1 
By rearrangement of the summation, we obtain 
) c0 1 ~ c,+1 ct 1 c, 1 • 1 - "0 "0 - t + . . . .  : 0 .  (4 .11)  .= \ z i+ l - z~ xl- '-z~-I x i - t  "n -zn -1  Xn- t  
Since the set of functions (m,-7~-t)~ is linearly independent, (it satisfies the Harr condition,) all 
i 
~,=n--1 
Cl Ci+l Ci Cn 
"1 -~ "0 '  Xi.t-1 -- "i " i  -- " i -1  ) i= l  ' - -  Xn - -  Xn-1  
must be zeros, that is 
C! = C 2 = " ' "  = Cn = O. | 
Since the matrix B in (4.7) is a generalized Cauchy matrix, the {pz-0.s) and the {pJ} are two 
groups of distinct points. By using this leto,s,  B must be nonsingular. Hence the following 
theorem is obvious. 
THEOREM 4.3. The matrix A in (4.6) is invertible. 
5. NUMERICAL RESULTS 
We give here two applications of the method presented in the preceding sections. Although the 
matrix A is a symmetric matrix, we use the general Gauss,an elimination algorithm with single 
precision. 
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Ezample 1. 
Consider the following Hadamard finite part integral equation, 
1 /l_ f ( t )d t  
; (7=;-))2 = F(=), 
where F(z)  = z 2 + 4z - 0.25. The exact analytic solution is f(t) = - 3~ (t 2 + 6t - 0.25). We 
select M = 16 and h = 0.8. The results are shown in Table 1. 
Ezample 2. 
Consider the same equation with the right hand side F (z )  = }(z  - 1 - z In 1-'~)" The exact 
analytic solution is f(t) = 1 - t 2. We choose M = 10, h = 1.0 and choose M = 16, h = 0.8. The 
results are shown in Table 2 and Table 3. Since the solution is an even function, we only show 
the half data. 
Table 1. 
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Tab le2 .  
















































































































































































We can give some final comments on the numerical results. First, since both the collocation 
points and the quadrature nodes cluster around the endpoints of the interval, the absolute rror 
in the middle points seems a little bigger. By increasing the number of nodes, the accuracy can 
be improved. Second, although the nodes are very dense around the end points, the relative rror 
at the nodes of the most extreme positions is large. The reason is that the outside quadrature 
nodes have been neglected when we construct the system of equations. However, the points on 
the second and the third nodal positions are so close to the points of the extreme positions that 
it will not affect he total figure to discard the evaluated values at the most extreme positions. 
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